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Background
 Drone delivery is a growing delivery method
 Current prototypes require drone landing for delivery 
 Safety is a primary concern
 Pedestrian/recipient
 Drone
 Currently only proprietary solutions
Problem Statement
 The Aero Drone package delivery system will
 Allow for multiple consumer markets
 Utilize a hoist similar to search and rescue operations 
 Be modular
 Small package delivery 
80% of Amazon packages weigh less than 5lbs1
Pharmaceutical Industry 
Design Criteria
Item # Criteria Description Priority
1 Weight Less than 1lb Essential 
2 Lifting Capacity Minimum 5lbs Essential 
3 Safety/Reliability
Minimize Risks to Operator, 
Recipient, and Pedestrians 
Essential 
4 Cost Less than $150 High 
5 Modular Mountable to Multiple Drones  High
6 Passive Hook No Human/Electrical Interaction High










Drone Hovers at 
Altitude
Drone Lowers Package 
via Hoist
Upon Package Landing 
Passive Hook Releases




 Fits multiple drones
Triangular bolt pattern accommodates 
multiple mounting surfaces
 Gap for hardware to allow flush mount
Design and Subsystems
 Hoist  
 RC winch 
 Integration to drone controller 
 Built in safety brake  
 Lightweight
 Capable of 6lb deadlift
Design and Subsystems
 Hook
 Releases without electrical or human 
interaction
 Remains closed under its own weight
Package weight ensures hook remains 
closed
 Weight shared between three members
Design and Subsystems
 Universal Pick Point
 Taped to package
Utilizes current packaging methods
Does not require specific package type
 Assists passive hook release
 Reusable
Prototyping
 3D printed mount and hook
 Fast, functional prototype
 Winch wired to battery splitter
 Powered by drone battery
 Winch signal from Pixhawk (drone brain)
 Controlled via wireless remote
 Tape-on pick point
 Easy installation, reusable
 Fishing line cable
 Allows for additional lowering height
Finite Element Analysis 
 Preliminary analysis for ABS 3D-printed 
material
 Hook (distributed load of 5lb)
Designed to 45lb capacity (FOS = 9)
 Verification by test
Finite Element Analysis 
 Preliminary analysis for ABS 3D-printed 
material
 Mounting plate (distributed load of 5lb)
Factor of safety of 3.5
 Verification by test
Hook Testing 
 Ultimate load test (target: 45lb)
 Increase weight in 5lb 
increments
 Noted hook condition at each 
weight
 Found that hook failed at 40lb 
(11% error)
 Factor of safety of 8








35 Some visual deflection
40 Fail
45 N/A
A.3: Maximum Hook Load
Mount Testing
 Ultimate load test (target: 17.5lb)
 Increase weight in 5lb 
increments
 Noted mount condition at each 
weight
 Found that hook failed at 40lb 
(700% error)
 Factor of safety of 8










A.3.1: Maximum Mount Load
Pick Point Testing 









































Power and Signal Testing
 Power from drone
 Battery supplies 2.2A, max 
allowable draw 310mA
 Determined maximum 
amperage draw (200mA)
 Use voltage regulator to reduce 
voltage from 15.8V to 11V
 Programmed signal from standard 
3-way switch
 Trial and error to fine tune the 
signal









Overall Risk Score 
See Table 3 Requirements 
1 to 4
Low, Acceptable without 
review 
5 to 11 
Moderate, May be acceptable 
with review 
12 to 19 High, Mitigation steps required 





Catastrophic - 5 Multiple fatalities Frequent - 5
Hazardous - 4




Serious accident, Injury to 
persons 
Remote - 3
Minor - 2 Minor incicdent Improbable - 2
Negligible - 1 Little to no consequence 
Extremely 
Improbable - 1
ASTM F3178 -16 Operational Risk Assessment of Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems 








Review   
Final Review 
Hoist Line Failure Major - 3 Remote - 3 9
Review: Design hoist line to 
withstand package weight and 
package sway 
Major - 3 Improbable - 2 6
Review: Set inspection 
intervals for line
Drone Loss of Power Major - 3 Improbable - 2 6
Review: Drone will attempt 
return to launch point when 
battery becomes low 
Minor - 2 Improbable - 2 4
Pickpoint Failure Major - 3
Extremely 
Improbable - 1
3 No review necessary N/A N/A N/A
Mount Failure Major - 3
Extremely 
Improbable - 1
3 No review necessary N/A N/A N/A
Hook Failure Major - 3
Extremely 
Improbable - 1
3 No review necessary N/A N/A N/A
Hoist Line is Caught on 
Obstacle
Major - 3 Occasional - 4 12
Review: line designed to break 
before other components, with 
thrust of drone greater than 
maximum hoist line load
Minor - 2 Occasional - 4 9
Review: Maintain 
proper flight altitude 
during travel and 
delivery
Current Status
 Testing is complete
 Revised pick point design
 Integrated into drone
 Fully functional prototype
Criteria Assessment
Item # Criteria Priority Assessment
1 Weight Essential ✓ (0.375lbs)
2 Lifting Capacity Essential ✓ (5lbs)
3 Safety/Reliability Essential ✓ (ASTM Risk Assessment)
4 Cost High ✓ (<$150)
5 Modular High ✓ (Fits 3 Drone Models)
6 Passive Hook High ✓
7 Autonomous Medium 
Future Improvements & Recommendations
 Increase drop/lift speed
 New motor/spool
 Increase mounting options to include more drones
 Pick point to be plastic injection molded to allow for easy and cost-
effective mass production
 Begin testing of autonomous flight programs
 Perform fatigue analysis of all components of the design
Lessons
 Test every scenario
 Peer review and iteration is key to success
 Utilize the resources available around you
 Don't accept results at face value
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Questions
 For any further questions, concerns, or comments following this 
presentation, please feel free to contact members of this team 
below:
 Andrew Joyce: joycea18@up.edu
 Anders Pedersen: pedersen18@up.edu
 Matt Rodriguez: rodrimat18@up.edu
Final Flight Test 
Hook Release 
Additional FEA
Hook FEA with load on single component
Additional FEA
Hook FEA with 6061-T6 Aluminum 
Wiring of Hoist 
 Wired into drone power supply 
 Voltage regulator 
 Controlled through Pixhawk
 Standard 3-way switch 
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Review   
Final Review 
Hoist Line Failure Major - 3 Remote - 3 9
Review: Design hoist line to 
withstand package weight and 
package sway 
Major - 3 Improbable - 2 6
Review: Set inspection 
intervals for line
Drone Loss of Power Major - 3 Improbable - 2 6
Review: Drone will attempt 
return to launch point when 
battery becomes low 
Minor - 2 Improbable - 2 4
Hoist Loss of Power Negligible - 1 Improbable - 2 2 No review necessary N/A N/A N/A
Package Loading Error Minor - 2 Improbable - 2 4 No review necessary N/A N/A N/A
Pickpoint Failure Major - 3
Extremely 
Improbable - 1
3 No review necessary N/A N/A N/A
Mount Failure Major - 3
Extremely 
Improbable - 1
3 No review necessary N/A N/A N/A
Hook Failure Major - 3
Extremely 
Improbable - 1
3 No review necessary N/A N/A N/A
Signal Lost to Hoist Negligible - 1 Remote - 3 3 No review necessary N/A N/A N/A
Signal Lost to Drone Negligible - 1 Remote - 3 3 No review necessary N/A N/A N/A
Hoist Line is Caught on 
Obstacle
Major - 3 Occasional - 4 12
Mitigation: line designed to 
break before other 
components, with thrust of 
drone greater than maximum 
hoist line load
Minor - 2 Occasional - 4 9
Review: Maintain 
proper flight altitude 
during travel and 
delivery
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